
 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Counting and Cardinality 

Counts to tell the number of objects  

1.  Count by 100 by ones and by 
tens 
  
	  

Timeline Calendar⎯Children count the days on a linear calendar, making a specific motion and action.   
100’s Number Line⎯Children count on a number line that goes to 100 by 1’s, 2’s, 3’s, 5’s, and 10’s.   
I Have Who Has Count by 1’s, 2’s, 3’s, 5’s⎯Children play a game where they develop fluent counting by different 
numbers. 

2.  Count forward beginning from a 
given number within the known 
sequence  (instead of having to 
begin at 1)  
	  

Timeline Calendar⎯Children count the days on a linear calendar, making a specific motion and action.  They count 
starting on a number other  than 1. 
Number Line Hop Scotch⎯Children jump on carpet squares labeled with numbers in sequence.  At the beginning of 
the year, this is in sequence starting from one, but the numbers are not placed in a direct row, so that children have to 
find the next consecutive number.  This is made more difficult as the year goes on because numbers used start on a 
number other than 1.  By the end of the year, children are jumping on numbers starting over 50. 
Guess My Number--Children count to a specific number and also count on a specific number 

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 



 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Counting and Cardinality 

Counts to tell the number of objects  

3.  Write numbers from 0 to 20. 
Represent a number of objects with 
a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 
representing a count of no objects  

 100’s Number Line⎯Children count on a number line that goes to 100 by 1’s, 2’s, 3’s, 5’s, and 10’s.  They play a 
game where they write challenges to each other by writing numbers on the number question card.   
Graphics Practice⎯Children practice the elements of numeral writing as they draw specific figures to music.  They 
then write numerals to music from 1-10 
Tallying⎯Children count the number of objects and write a number sentence to express the number of objects they 
have found.  Children write 0 to represent an empty set.  
Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures 
Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Child represent 
zero when the answer is zero. 
Penmanship Center⎯Children write numbers on graph paper to practice correct formation and place value 
Market - Farm⎯Children play an ordering game.  One child playing the market manager writes an order for farm 
products on a piece of paper.  The farmer puts that number of objects in a bag.  The manager checks the correctness of 
the order using a checking sheet. 
100’s  Number Line⎯Children write the number children are to count from in numerals and the other children count 
on a number line with numbers from 1 to 100. 
Write my Number:  Children work in pairs to figure out a way to write a number based on seeing an array of tens 
triangles and ones.  They record their number on the place value graph paper.   

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 



 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Counting and Cardinality 

Counts to tell the number of objects  

4.  Understand the relationship 
between numbers and quantities; 
connect counting to cardinality. 
a. When counting objects, say the 

number names in the standard 
order, pairing each object with 
one and only one number name 
and each number name with 
one and only one object. 

b. Understand that the last number 
name said tells the number of 
objects counted. The number of 
objects is the same regardless 
of their arrangement or the 
order in which they were 
counted. 

c. Understand that each successive 
number name refers to a 
quantity that is one larger. 

Making Collections⎯Children are paired, one counts out the number of objects on a card, counting aloud places the 
same number of manipulatives as objects into a cup.  The other child checks by placing the manipulatives on the card 
and checking to see if the number is the same or if the counter needs more or fewer manipulatives.  Objects are 
organized into arrays that are likely to produce errors in counting (for example in a cross or “X” or in a circle).  At the 
end of the year, the children count categories of objects (all of the things that live in the ocean, etc.) 
Numerals Game⎯Children are paired, one counts out the same number of manipulatives as the number that he is 
given.  The other child checks by placing the manipulatives on a checking card to see if there are the correct number or 
if more or fewer manipulatives are needed.  Numbers given from 1 to 30.  Children ask each other “how many are 
there altogether.” 
Tallying⎯Children count the number of objects and write a number sentence to express the number of objects they 
have found.  Children write 0 to represent an empty set. Children know that the last number represents the total 
counted regardless of arrangement.   
Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Market Farm--One child orders objects for a store by writing the numeral on an order form.  The buddy fills the 
order.  The child who made the order checks the number using a checking sheet. 
Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Children 
represent zero when the answer is zero.   
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.   

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 



 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Counting and Cardinality 

Counts to tell the number of objects  

5.  Count to answer “how many?” 
questions about as many as 20 
things arranged in a line, a 
rectangular array, or a circle, or as 
many as 10 things in a scattered 
configuration; given a number from 
1–20, count out that many objects. 

Making Collections⎯Children are paired, one counts out the number of objects on a card, counting aloud places the 
same number of manipulatives as objects into a cup.  The other child checks by placing the manipulatives on the card 
and checking to see if the number is the same or if the counter needs more or fewer manipulatives.  Objects are 
organized into arrays that are likely to produce errors in counting (for example in a cross or “X” or in a circle).  At the 
end of the year, the children count categories of objects (all of the things that live in the ocean, etc.) 
Numerals Game⎯Children are paired, one counts out the same number of manipulatives as the number that he is 
given.  The other child checks by placing the manipulatives on a checking card to see if there are the correct number or 
if more or fewer manipulatives are needed.  Numbers given from 1 to 30.  Children ask each other “how many are 
there altogether.” 
Mystery Numerals Game⎯Children add the objects on two different cards to figure out how many altogether and 
then pick a card with that number on it. 
Freeze on the Number--Children quickly count objects under 10 arranged in various arrays or recognize a numeral  
and represent that with their fingers. 
Tens Triangle:  Children work in pairs and use manipulatives to explore how the triangle , no matter how filled will 
stand for a group of ten objects. 
Numerals Game with Tens Triangle:  Same as above Numerals Game with triangle on checking card to represent 
ten. 
Place Value and the 100’s Number Line:  Children go back and forth between 110’s number line and place value 
graph paper to practice writing numbers and decoding them into the place that stands for tens and the place that stands 
for ones. 
What’s My Number?:  Children work in pairs using small tens triangles and manipulatives to figure out how many 
tens triangles and ones make up a number.  Cards are self checking, showing representation on the back. 
Write my Number:  Children work in pairs to figure out a way to write a number based on seeing an array of tens 
triangles and ones.  They record their number on the place value graph paper.   
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Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Counting and Cardinality 

Compare Numbers  

6.  Identify whether the number of 
objects in one group is greater than, 
less than, or equal to the number of 
objects in another group, e.g., by 
using matching and counting 
strategies 

Tallying⎯Children count the number of objects and write a number sentence to express the number of objects they 
have found.  Children write 0 to represent an empty set. Children know that the last number represents the total 
counted regardless of arrangement.   
Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.  The experiments involve the comparison of different conditions 
which produce different numbers.  Children use number lines and manipulatives when necessary. 

7.  Compare two numbers between 
1 and 10 presented as written 
numerals 

Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Freeze on the Number--Children recognize a numeral or use subitization to count objects under 10 arranged in 
various arrays and represent that with their fingers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 



 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 

1.  Represent addition and 
subtraction with objects, fingers, 
mental images, drawings, sounds 
(e.g. claps), acting out situations, 
verbal explanations, expressions, or 
equations 

Guess My Number⎯Children act out a number that they pick with gestures and the rest of the small group has to say 
what number was acted out.  Children then pick a card and either add or subtract a number from the original number 
and act that out.   
Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Child represent 
zero when the answer is zero.   
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.  

2.  Solve addition and. subtraction 
word problems and add and subtract 
within 10 e.g., by using objects or 
drawings to represent the problems 

Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Child represent 
zero when the answer is zero.   
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.  

3.  Decompose numbers less than or 
equal to 10 into pairs in more 
than one way, e.g., by using objects 
or drawings, and record each 
decomposition by a drawing or 
equation (e.g., 5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 
1). 

Μath Magic – Children use manipulatives to figure out how many objects are hidden by the Magician (teacher) and 
writes a number sentence.  Children explore all the possible combinations for numbers 1-10. 

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 



 
Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Understand addition as putting together and adding to, and understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from. 

4.  For any number 1 to 9, find the 
number that makes 10 when added 
to the given number.  Eg., by using 
objects or drawings and record 
answer with drawing or equation. 

Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Child represent 
zero when the answer is zero.   
Mystery Number⎯Children have to figure out how many objects are represented on two cards with a different 
number of objects on them. 

5.  Fluently add and subtract within 
5. 

I Have Who Has Number--Children practice adding and subtracting numbers under 5 with a card game 
Guess My Number II--Children look at an array of objects and subitize 
Freeze on the Number--Children use subitization, counting objects under 10 arranged in various arrays or recognize a 
numeral  and represent that with their fingers. 
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Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Number and Operations in Base 10 

Works with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place value  

1.  Compose and decompose 
numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones 
and some further ones, e.g., by 
using objects or drawings, and 
record each composition or 
decomposition by a drawing or 
equation (e.g., 18 = 10 +8); 
understand that these numbers are 
composed of ten ones and one, 
two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight, or nine ones. 

100’s Number Line--Children represent numbers on a number line that graphically depicts numbers in terms of 10’s 
and ones. 
Number Line Word Problems⎯The teacher reads a variety of word problems requiring addition, subtraction or 
logic.  Children use both manipulatives and they draw the problem on a number line using a different graphic line to 
represent both the numbers added or subtracted and the number altogether or left.  Then children represent these on a 
number line and then write number sentences on graph paper to represent the question and the answer.  Child represent 
zero when the answer is zero.   
Tens Triangle:  Children work in pairs and use manipulatives to explore how the triangle , no matter how filled will 
stand for a group of ten objects. 
Numerals Game with Tens Triangle:  Same as above Numerals Game with triangle on checking card to represent 
ten. 
Place Value and the 100’s Number Line:  Children go back and forth between 110’s number line and place value 
graph paper to practice writing numbers and decoding them into the place that stands for tens and the place that stands 
for ones. 
What’s My Number?:  Children work in pairs using small tens triangles and manipulatives to figure out how many 
tens triangles and ones make up a number.  Cards are self checking, showing representation on the back. 
Write my Number:  Children work in pairs to figure out a way to write a number based on seeing an array of tens 
triangles and ones.  They record their number on the place value graph paper.   
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Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Measurement and Data  

Describe and compare measurable attributes 

1.  Describe measurable 
attributes of objects, such as 
length or weight.   Describe 
several measurable attributes of 
a single object. 

Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.  Children have to weigh and measure different objects in coming 
to conclusions about growth, more vs. less, etc.  Children also draw and write about their findings. 
Investigations--Children describe the characteristics of objects using measurable attributes such as length, weight, 
size, shape, etc. 
	  

2.  Directly compare two objects 
with a measurable attribute in 
common, to see which object has 
“more of”/“less of” the attribute, 
and describe the difference. For 
example, directly compare the 
heights of two children and describe 
one child as taller/shorter. 

Tallying⎯Children count the number of objects with different attributes (size, number of sides, etc.) and write a 
number sentence to express the number of objects they have found.  Children write 0 to represent an empty set. 
Children know that the last number represents the total counted regardless of arrangement.  
Venger Measurement Problems⎯Children write numbers to describe the distance they have measured using 
standard and non-standard measures.  Children are asked to compare the distances by using the numbers only. 
Science Observation Station⎯Children are presented with science experiments where they represent the results in 
terms of drawings as well as numbers and counting.  Children have to weigh and measure different objects in coming 
to conclusions about growth, more vs. less, etc.  Children also draw and write about their findings. 
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Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Geometry 

Identify and describe shapes (squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, hexagons, cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres). 

1.  Describe objects in the 
environment using names of 
shapes, and describe the relative 
positions of these objects using 
terms such as above, below, 
beside, in front of, behind, and 
next to. 

Venger Drawing--Children take shapes and make them part of a picture that they draw.  They use the names of the 
shape in the activity.  The shape is oriented in a different fashion depending on the picture. 
Tallying--Children sort objects by specific attributes including shapes. 
Math Memory--The teacher presents an array of objects and then adds an object, takes an object away, substitutes an 
object or rearranges the objects.  Children have to describe what has changed using positional words. 
Stackers--Children use pictures of different stacks of objects arrayed in a specific way and they describe this to a 
partner who tries to reduplicate the array without seeing it, based only on the partner’s description. 
Investigations--Children look at, draw and describe objects using shape names and positional words. 
Find the Turtle--Children find a turtle hidden under different shapes with different attributes by asking questions 
about the characteristics of the shape. 

2.  Correctly name shapes 
regardless of their orientations or 
overall size. 

Mystery Shape--Children identify which shapes make up a larger shape.  Shapes are rotated and oriented in different 
ways. 
Venger Drawing--Children take shapes and make them part of a picture that they draw.  They use the names of the 
shape in the activity.  The shape is oriented in a different fashion depending on the picture. 
I Have Who Has Shape--Children name shapes in a game that stresses fluency in naming 
Find the Turtle--Children find a turtle hidden under different shapes with different attributes by asking questions 
about the characteristics of the shape. 

3.  Identify shapes as two-
dimensional (lying in a plane, 
“flat”) or three dimensional 
(“solid”). 

Architect's Game--Children translate 2 dimensional figures into 3 dimensional constructions.  They create 2 
dimensional representations of 3 dimensional objects.   
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Common Core Mathematics Standards  Tools of the Mind activities with explanation 

Geometry  

Analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes. 

1.  Analyze and compare two- 
and three-dimensional shapes, in 
different sizes and orientations, 
using informal language to 
describe their similarities, 
differences, parts (e.g., number 
of sides and vertices/“corners”) 
and other attributes (e.g., having 
sides of equal 
length). 

Tallying⎯Children count the number of 2 dimensional objects with different attributes (size, number of sides, etc.) 
and write a number sentence to express the number of objects they have found.  Children write 0 to represent an empty 
set. Children know that the last number represents the total counted regardless of arrangement.  
Architect's Game--Children translate 2 dimensional figures into 3 dimensional constructions.  They create 2 
dimensional representations of 3 dimensional objects.   
Investigations--Children describe objects in terms of size, orientation, etc., using sides, corners, and other attributes. 

2.  Model shapes in the world by 
building shapes from components 
(e.g., sticks and clay balls) and 
drawing shapes. 

Prop Making--Children make props for their play by building objects out of cardboard boxes, clay, sticks and other 
found materials to replicate castles, pirate ships, pyramids, the trees and shelters in a rainforest, etc. 
Architect's Game--Children translate 2 dimensional figures into 3 dimensional constructions.  They create 2 
dimensional representations of 3 dimensional objects.   
	  

3.  Compose simple shapes to form 
larger shapes. For example, “Can 
you join these two triangles with 
full sides touching to make a 
rectangle?” 

Mystery Shape--Children identify which shapes make up a larger shape.  Shapes are rotated and oriented in different 
ways. 
Puzzles and Manipulatives--Children solve puzzles made of different shapes that make up larger shapes 
Architect's Game--Children translate 2 dimensional figures into 3 dimensional constructions.  They create 2 
dimensional representations of 3 dimensional objects.  
Venger Collage--Children compose pictures using different shapes of different sizes and colors. 

 

Tools of the Mind aligned with the Common Core Standards for Kindergarten 


